SUBSCRIPTIONS:

Annual subscriptions fell due on January 1 as they do each year. Those members of last year who have overlooked payment and others intending to join are reminded that the society’s year is the calendar year.

The annual subscription is $3.00 per member plus $1.00 (without Bulletin) for each additional member of the same household.

Special arrangements are available for those over 70 with ten years previous membership subscribed.

Details of any society matters should be directed to the secretary.

ANSWERS TO CORRESPONDENCE (AND CONTEMPORARIES):

No, Express, Jack Beale is not Edgar’s brother!

SHERBROOKE SCHOOL DEMOLISHED:

Sherbrooke School building — so often remarked upon as an exquisite example of stonemasonry — was gutted in the 1968 bushfires.

The Metropolitan Water Board, we believe, called tenders for the stone for removal and the tender of $125 accepted.

Thus passes one of the finest places in our district and the last remaining relic of the extinct village of Sherbrooke (or Bulli Mountain, it was formerly called) from the water board catchment area.

The mountain in the former century yielded fine timber from its sawmills and great quantities of fruit from its orchards.

Vale Sherbrooke!

Our society has collected some pictures of the former school and placed them in the archives.

BULLI HEIGHTS — HOW COME?

Reference to Sherbrooke School brings to mind the name “Bulli Heights” being dubbed on to the area formerly called Bulli Mountain and later Sherbrooke.

Is not the name Sherbrooke applicable to all the territory from the top of the cliffs?

Perhaps with Sherbrooke gone, Sherbrooke still clings on by a slip toehold.